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Abstract: Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) are regarded as an important (transition) element of sus-
tainable transportation. Exploiting the full potential of HEVs requires (i) a suitable route selection and
(ii) suitable power management, i.e., deciding on the split between combustion engine and electric motor
usage as well as the mode of the electric motor, i.e., driving or charging the battery (recuperation). The
coupling of the two subproblems motivates to formulate the routing and power management as an in-
tegrated optimization problem, i.e., optimizing simultaneously the route selection and the split between
combustion engine and electric motor over the entire route selection.
We present an eco-routing approach that embeds a hybrid (mechanistic/data-driven) model of the HEV
powertrain in an integrated routing and power management optimization problem. The hybrid model
uses mechanistic equations for those parts of the powertrain that can easily be modeled with mecha-
nistic equations and data-driven surrogates for those parts of the powertrain that are difficult to model
mechanistically and to solve. Formulating the integrated routing problem with the hybrid model yields
a mixed-integer bilinear program which we reformulate and solve a mixed-integer linear program using a
state-of-the-art solver.
The results show the validity of the developed hybrid powertrain model and demonstrate that the eco-
routing approach with powertrain model embedded can be applied on large-scale problems. We consider
optimization for minimal travel time and minimum fuel consumption. The latter results in fuel demand
reductions up to 70 %. Alternatively we minimize the fuel consumption while constraining the travel time
to a maximum value resulting in up to 50 % fuel demand reductions. The highest fuel demand reductions
are achieved in urban environments. The entire framework is written in python and provided as an open-
source version (MIT License) under https://git.rwth-aachen.de/avt-svt/public/optimal-routing
that can readily be applied.

Keywords: optimal vehicle routing and operation, hybrid vehicles, fuel demand reduction, eco routing,
MILP, mechanistic/data-driven modeling, carbon footprint reduction

1 Introduction
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have been regarded as the avenue towards the ultimate ecologically
friendly car for more than a decade [1]. They offer several advantages when compared to fully electric
vehicles (EVs): HEVs are cheaper, they offer more robust distance ranges, and they do not necessarily
require a charging infrastructure. As EVs, they can be used for electricity grid services enabled by the
electricity buffer that they provide [2]. Compared to conventional vehicles relying on internal combus-
tion engines only, they can be used to shift emissions towards preferred locations, thereby helping to
reduce the emissions in heavy traffic regions. Moreover, including a hybrid vehicle powertrain allows for
downsizing the combustion engine without sacrificing peak power. By employing a suitable power split, a
smaller engine can run closer to its optimal operation point, thereby ultimately increasing the powertrain
efficiency. Nevertheless, HEVs are associated currently with the highest lifetime carbon footprint among
the common vehicle technologies, i.e., electric, compressed natural gas, fuel cells, diesel, and even gasoline
based vehicles [3]. The high carbon footprint of HEVs might impede the further market penetration. Re-
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ducing the high carbon footprint of HEVs is, hence, required to actually make them ecologically friendly
and to further gain acceptance of the HEV technologies.

A carbon footprint reduction can be achieved by eco routing strategies, i.e., selecting the route leading
to the minimum fuel demand. The fuel demand depends on the HEV power management, which is
deciding on split between engine and electric motor usage as well as the mode of the electric motor
(discharging or charging of the battery). Consequently, eco routing strategies have to consider the power
management. At the same time, optimal power management should take into account the remaining
route. This motivates to formulate the routing and power management as an integrated optimization
problem. As the power management has to decide on the usage of the battery, the integrated problem
has to satisfy battery capacity constraints expressed by the state of charge (SOC) of the battery. Thus,
fuel demand and SOC have to be modeled to predict their behavior for a route and power management.

While numerous works have been published on HEV power management and velocity control over
fixed routes, e.g., [4–6], there are few works which considered the integrated optimization problem of eco
routing and power management [7–16].
Guanetti et al. [7] formulated an eco routing problem for plug-in HEVs as a resource constrained shortest
path problem based on simple linear correlations for the engine and battery power demand. They formu-
lated two routing problem, a static and a dynamic routing problem, depending on whether the routing
problem uses static or dynamic traffic speed forecasts. They considered a powertrain with two operation
modes, charge depleting mode and charge sustaining mode, i.e., the combustion engine cannot be used
to charge the battery. Furthermore, vehicle powertrain used a fixed order of operation modes, i.e., the
operation modes cannot be selected by the solution of the routing optimization problem.
Nejad et al. [8] proposed routing algorithms for plug-in HEVs, which considers operation mode selection
during route planning based on simple linear correlations for fuel demand and battery discharge. They
formulate the integrated optimal routing and operation mode selection problem as a shortest path prob-
lem and provide full polynomial time approximations for the problem. The resource selection is mutually
exclusive, i.e., their approach can select either electric motor or combustion engine as energy source but
not both resources together. However, there can be cases where fuel savings can be realized by using
both engine and motor at the same time.
Strehler et al. [9] presented a routing approach for electric vehicles and HEVs considering intermediate
stops at charging stations, formulated as a resource constrained shortest path problem. Their approach
considers Pareto-optimal strategies, which requires an expression for the Pareto front with regard to
battery charge and fuel demand on every road segment parameterized depending on the choice of the
operation mode.
Houshmand and Cassandras [10] and Houshmand et al. [11] presented an integrated optimal routing and
powertrain management approach for plug-in HEVs. They used simple linear correlations for the battery
charge and fuel demand, i.e., they do not embed a powertrain model in the routing optimization problems.
Considering two operation modes, a charge sustaining mode and a charge depletion mode, i.e., charging
the battery with the energy from the combustion engine is not covered. Their integrated optimal routing
and powertrain management approach selects the route and switches between the charge depletion mode
and the charge sustaining mode. The approach can not account for accurate dynamic SOC behavior.
Zhen et al. [12] presented an HEV routing approaching to plan the routes for several HEVs based on
simple linear correlations for battery charge and fuel demand. The approach selects between four HEV
modes, however, neglects battery charging due to recuperation.
Kurtulus and Inhalan [13] presented a routing approach for HEVs considering battery wear. A mechanis-
tic power train model is used to calculate in a serial manner the cost in form of a weighted sum of distance,
time, energy demand, and battery wear on every arc. I.e., the powertrain model is not embedded in the
routing optimization problem. As a consequence, the approach does not integrate optimal routing and
vehicle operation.
Salazar et al. [14] presented an approach for integrated optimal route planning and operation for plug-in
HEVs. Using a hybrid (mechanistic/data-driven) model, they calculated Pareto frontiers in the relative
fuel and batter charge demand on every arc a priori. In the actual routing optimization problem, they
embed a piecewise linear approximation of the Pareto frontiers. I.e., they do not embed the hybrid model
in the routing optimization problem but a surrogate representation of the Pareto frontiers. Although
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leading to fast computational times for the solution of the resulting optimization problems, the approach,
hence, cannot account for detailed SOC behavior, where the change in the SOC depends on the SOC
itself.
De Nunzio et al. [15] presented an approach for integrated optimal route planning and powertrain manage-
ment based on a semi-analytical solution of the powertrain model. The semi-analytical solution consists
of a surrogate for the battery SOC and a semi-analytical model for the fuel demand using predefined
velocity profiles. I.e., no powertrain model is embedded in the routing optimization problem and the
approach cannot account for detailed SOC behavior, where the change in the SOC depends on the SOC
itself.
De Nunzio et al. [16] presented a general constrained optimization framework for optimal routing of HEVs
and compared different solution strategies to solve the respective optimization problem. In the routing
problem, they assumed suitable powertrain energy management, i.e., they do not embed a powertrain
model in the routing problem.

The cited prior art works [7–16] did not embed a (physics based) model of the powertrain in the eco
routing optimization problems. In particular, they did not embed dynamic equations, e.g., for the battery
SOC. Rather, they used correlations to predict the HEV fuel demand and SOC. They used simplified
linear correlations to predict the SOC behavior or a battery energy content model instead, although the
SOC has characteristics which can be described mechanistically by (linear) differential equations, that
can easily be embedded in an optimization problem, as we show in this work. While [13] did not explicitly
account for the powertrain in the routing and, hence, did not consider the HEV operating modes in the
routing directly, [7–12,15,16] considered predefined operation modes or operating strategies, and only [14]
considered the operation modes entirely as a degree of freedom in the routing optimization problem.

In contrast to the existing works, we target an eco routing strategy which embeds a hybrid powertrain
model in the routing optimization problem, in order to explore the prediction and extrapolation capability
associated with a physical based powertrain model. We formulate a general routing problem as a dynamic
optimization problem. To make the eco routing problem computationally tractable, we develop, validate,
and embed a hybrid model, cf., e.g., [17,18], of the powertrain based on a mechanistic powertrain model.
The model uses a differential equation to predict the SOC, which is derived from a mechanistic SOC
model. The routing takes place on a route map formulated as a directed graph including topology
information comprising speed limits and local elevations. Using the powertrain model embedded in the
eco routing optimization problem allows us to consider the operating modes of the HEV as a degree
of freedom, i.e., there is no restriction to predefined operating modes only. Rather, we can exploit the
full operational range of the hybrid powertrain. The resulting integrated eco routing and powertrain
management optimization problem with the hybrid powertrain model is a mixed-integer bilinear program
(MIBP) which, after making some assumptions (in particular, quasi-stationarity for the HEV velocity),
we reformulate to and solve as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP).

The remainder of the work is structure as follows. Section 2 summarizes the directed graph formula-
tion. Section 3 presents the model of the vehicle powertrain and the development of a hybrid powertrain
model. Section 4 presents the formulation for the integrated optimal routing and powertrain management
optimization problem. We apply the integrated optimal routing and powertrain management approach
to three case studies an explain the results in Section 5. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 6.

2 Directed Graph
We formulate the road network as a directed graph G “ pN ,Aq comprising of the set of nodes N “

t1, ..., NNu and set of arcs A with the cardinality |A| “ NA, which correspond to the set of road intersec-
tions and set of road segments, respectively. The directed graph representation of road maps is standard
in routing and has also been used, e.g., by [10]. The nodes are associated with their latitude, longitude,
and elevation. The set of arcs A comprises of the arcs pi, jq which are the connections from node i to
node j with i, j P N . An arc a “ pi, jq is associated with the road type, arc length la, average slope angle
αa, and speed limit v̄a. The arc length, arc speed limits, latitude and longitude of nodes, and elevation
of nodes can be obtained, e.g., from OpenStreetMap [19] or open-elevation [20]. The average slope angle
αa of an arc a “ pi, jq can be calculated using the length of an arc a “ pi, jq, and altitudes of the nodes
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i and j, wherein we assume that an arc a “ pi, jq connects the nodes i and j as a straight line with a
constant slope. We store the information about the correlation between nodes and edges in a directed
graph in the following matrices:

En,a “

#

1 if arc a enters node n,

0 otherwise,

Ln,a “

#

1 if arc a leaves node n,

0 otherwise,

Sn “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if n is end node,
´1 if n is start node,
0 otherwise.

For the routing optimization problem, we introduce a binary variable x P t0, 1uNA , indicating the
route selection: xa “ 1 in case the selected route includes the arc a, and xa “ 0 otherwise. Using this
variable, we can formulate the following constraints to select a valid route:

ÿ

aPA
pEn,a ´ Ln,aq ¨ xa “ Sn, @ n P N,

which guarantees that the route starts in the start node, ends in the end note, and that the other nodes
are entered as many times as they are left, and

ÿ

aPA
pEn,a ` Ln,aq ¨ xa ď 2,@n P N ,

to avoid the route includes cycles, i.e., a node n can be entered and left only once. We assume that in most
practical applications, cycles are suboptimal in eco routing, and we can imagine only few pathological
examples, where cycles would be advantageous, which we avoid by using these constraints. Adding these
constraints makes the optimization problem easier to solve, as cycles, which are suboptimal solutions in
most practical applications, are excluded.

3 Vehicle Model
In this section, we describe the hybrid vehicle powertrain model, which we use to predict the vehicle
behavior on every arc a during the routing optimization. The hybrid model is based on a mechanistic
powertrain model. The equations for the mechanistic powertrain model are taken from [21] and we refer
the reader to this work for a detailed overview and derivation of the equations. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
of the powertrain model. While we focus on this particular powertrain architectures, the approach can
be applied to other architectures, in particular, when the gear box is coupled in series with the engine,
i.e., the electric power train part is not directly affected by the gear selection. Further, the approach
uses engine and battery characteristics which can easily be exchanged in case of other vehicles with
the same architecture. We formulate the model to allow for subsequent equation-oriented optimization.
The first part of the model comprises equations for the required transition force, which follows from the
map topology and dynamics of motion of the vehicle, independently of how the required transition force
is provided by the vehicle. The required transition force has to be provided by the powertrain of the
vehicle. Here, we consider a parallel hybrid electric powertrain shown in Fig. 1. The same powertrain
architecture has been used in previous works, e.g., [14]. The powertrain comprises an electric and a
combustion powertrain. Both of them are connected to the street via a torque split, a differential, and
the wheels, which finally transmit the required transition force generated by the power train to the street.
Our hybrid model has the same structure as the powertrain architecture. In the routing optimization
problem, the vehicle model has to be solved on every arc a “ pi, jq P A of the graph G “ pN ,Aq, described
in Section 2. We omit the index in the model formulation indicating the arc a on which the model is
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Fig. 1: Parallel-hybrid powertrain configuration. Adapted from [14].

solved for conciseness but point out that every model variable/state is indexed over the arcs in the later
routing optimization problem.

In Section 3.1, we describe the required transition force first, before we show the equations connecting
the force with the electric and combustion powertrain via the differential and the torque split. Afterwards,
we describe the electric powertrain in Section 3.2 and the combustion powertrain in Section 3.3.

3.1 Required Transition Force
We calculate the required transition force that has to be provided by the vehicle in order to drive based
on the acceleration of the vehicle and the force acting on it. Fig. 2 illustrated the forces acting on the
vehicle moving with the velocity v including the aerodynamic friction Fa, rolling friction Fr, force caused
by the gravity Fg, and the required traction force Freq. The aerodynamic resistance force is calculated
by

Faptq “
1

2
ρaAfcdvptq2, (1)

with the ambient air density ρa, the frontal area of the vehicle Af , the drag coefficient cd, and the vehicle
speed v. Note that the drag coefficient cd is assumed to be constant for convenience. Alternatively, it
can depend on the velocity. In case that the velocity is assumed constant over an arc, as we do later, the
drag coefficient on an arc can be precalculated based on the respective velocity on the arc. The rolling
friction force is calculated by

Frptq “ crmvg cospαptqq, v ą 0,

with the rolling friction coefficient cr, the vehicle mass mv, the gravity acceleration g, and the road angle
to the horizontal α. The gravity force projection in the direction of motion is calculated by

Fgptq “ mvg sinpαptqq.
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Fig. 2: Forces acting on vehicle of during transition in direction of v (dashed arrow).

Using these forces, the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicles are described by the equation

mv
dv

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ Freqptq ´ pFaptq ` Frptq ` Fgptqq. (2)

We can calculate the travel distance s using

ds

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ vptq. (3)

The velocity v results from the vehicle acceleration a

dv

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ aptq.

The required transition force Freq is transferred via the wheels and differential to the torque splitter
according to

Ttcptqγ “ rwFreqptq ` Tbrakeptq, (4)

with the wheel radius rw, the wheel torque Tw, the gear ration γ, the brake torque Tbrake ě 0, and the
torque entering the torque coupler Ttc. In (4) we assume perfect transformation, i.e., without any loss,
as is commonly done, cf., e.g., [21]. The wheel torque Tw and the required traction force Freq may be
positive or negative. In particular, Freq may be negative if the vehicle drives downhill and Ttc may be
negative if the battery is recharged by the electric motor due to recuperation. We calculate the rotational
speed ωtc of the torque coupler as

ωtcptq ¨ rw “ vptq ¨ γ.

The torque coupler couples the incoming torque Ttc, the incoming torque of the gear box Tgb, and the
torque of the electric motor Tm according to

Tgbptq ` Tmptq “ Ttcptq,

and the rotational speed of the torque coupler ωtc, the rotational speed to the engine gear box ωgb, and
the rotational speed of the electric motor ωm according to

ωtcptq “ ωmptq,

ωtcptq “ ωgbptq.
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3.2 Electric Powertrain
We model the electric powertrain using data-driven/empirical models for the electric motor and for the
battery.

3.2.1 Electric Motor

We model the electric motor (generator during recuperation) using the Willans approach [21,22]:

Tmptq ¨ ωmptq “

#

Pmptq ¨ ηm ´ Pm,0, if Pmptq ą 0,

Pmptq{ηm ´ Pm,0, if Pmptq ď 0,
(5)

with the electric motor efficiency ηm and the base load Pm,0 as parameters. For an electric motor, constant
values for these parameters are justified in a broad operation range [22]. In the routing optimization
problem, we formulate the Willans approach for the electric motor (5) using the binary formulation

Tmptq ¨ ωmptq “ βptq ¨ pPmptq ¨ ηm ´ Pm,0q ` p1 ´ βptqq ¨ pPm{ηm ´ Pm,0q, (6a)
p1 ´ βptqq ¨ Pmptq ď 0, (6b)
´ βptq ¨ Pmptq ď 0, (6c)

with the auxiliary binary variable βptq P t0, 1u, which equals one, if the power demand of the motor
Pm ą 0 (motor contributes to vehicle transition), and zero otherwise (motor used to charge the battery
due to recuperation). Alternatively, the nonsmooth electric motor model (5) could be formulated using
complementarity constraints or nonlinear complementarity problem functions, cf., e.g., [23].

3.2.2 Battery Model
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Fig. 3: Battery characteristic for κ1 = 250 V, κ2 = 20.0 V, κ3 = 0.20 Ω, κ4 = -0.05 Ω, Q0 = 45¨3600 As, ηC
= 0.95. (a) Battery characteristic as solution of (7). (b) Quadratic function fit of characteristic. Black
points samples from battery characteristic as solution of (7). Surface plot from quadratic polynomial
regression of (8).

The power demand of the electric motor is provided by the battery:

Pmptq “ Pbptq,
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with the battery terminal power Pb.
Batteries can be modeled as an equivalent electric circuit [21] using the following equations:

Ubptq ¨ Ibptq “ Pbptq, (7a)
Q0 ¨ ξbptq “ Qbptq, (7b)

dξ

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ ´
ηc ¨ Ibptq

Q0
, (7c)

Ubptq “
Ub0ptq

2
`

c

U2
b0ptq

4
´ Pbptq ¨ Rbptq, (7d)

Ub0ptq “ κ2 ¨ ξbptq ` κ1, (7e)
Rbptq “ κ4 ¨ ξbptq ` κ3, (7f)

with the Coulombic efficiency ηc, the electric charge Qb, the SOC ξb, the discharge current Ib, the
voltage Ub ě 0, the maximum battery capacity Q0, and the parameters κ1, κ2, κ3, κ4. Note that (7b) is
the defining equation for the SOC ξb. The model neglects the wearing effects or the effect of the battery
temperature on its behavior.

The battery model (7) is a nonlinear DAE that would complicate the routing optimization problem if
embedded. Therefore, we derive a linear differential equation for the battery using polynomial regression.
The resulting linear differential equation can easily be embedded in an optimization problem, e.g., using
collocation [24] or using the analytical solution of the linear differential equation. To derive the linear
differential equation, we generate the data first. Therefore, we solve (7) using Dymola [25] (using the
battery model parameters presented in Table 1) leading to the data plotted in Fig. 3a. Afterwards, we
perform polynomial regression on this data with Matlab’s polynomial curve fitting [26] to describe the
function fpPbptq, ξptqq as a linear function and obtain a linear differential equation of the following form:

dξ

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ pb,0 ` pb,1 ¨ ξptq ` pb,2 ¨ Pbptq, (8)

with the parameter values obtain from polynomial regression pb “ p´4.1014 ¨ 10´6, 2.0193 ¨ 10´6,
´139.6228 ¨ 10´6{kWq. The fit is shown in Fig. 3b. We see that the expression (8) can approximate the
battery characteristics described by (7) very well.

Note that we could use higher order polynomials instead. However, using the linear function is
advantageous, in particular, as the routing optimization problem the vehicle model embedded is a MILP
instead of mixed-integer nonlinear program due to the presence of higher order polynomials. In particular,
under the assumption that the velocity v is time-invariant, the power demand of the battery Pb is time-
invariant as well, and the analytical solution of (8) is a linear algebraic equation, which can easily be
embedded in an optimization problem.

3.3 Combustion Powertrain
The combustion powertrain model consists of the mechanistic model for the fuel demand and a data-
driven model for the engine and the gear box. The data-driven model for the engine and gear box is
based on an optimization problem minimizing the engine power demand by selecting the gear of the gear
box. Embedding this model corresponds, hence, to an optimal gear selection for minimum engine power
demand.

3.3.1 Fuel Demand Model

We calculate the fuel demand mfuel using the following differential equation

dmfuel

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ Peptq{Hfuel,

with the energy content of the fuel Hfuel.
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3.3.2 Data-Driven Engine and Gear Box Model
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Fig. 4: Optimal engine power demand as function of rotational speed and torque before the engine gear.
(a) Optimal engine power demand map. (b) Optimal gear ratio map. (c) Optimal engine power demand
samples (black dots) and regressed polynomial for hybrid model, i.e., combined gear box and engine
model (yellow surface).

Similar to electric motors, combustion engines can be modeled using the Willans approach [21,22]:

Teptq ¨ ωeptq “ Peptq ¨ ηeptq ´ Pe,0ptq, (9)

with the engine torque Te ě 0, the engine rotational speed ωe ě 0, the engine power demand Pe, the
engine efficiency ηe, and the engine base load Pe,0. In contrast to the Willans approach for the electric
motor (5), the engine efficiency ηeptq and the base load Pe,0ptq depend on the rotational speed of the
engine ωe [22]. We use the following correlations in accordance with [22]:

Pe,0ptq “ κe,1 ¨ ωeptq ` κe,0,

ηeptq “ κe,3 ¨ pωeptq ´ ω˚
e q2 ` κe,2,

(10)

with the parameters κe,0 ě 0, κe,1 ě 0, κe,2 ě 0, κe,3 ď 0, and ω˚
e ě 0. The parameter ω˚

e indicates the
rotational speed leading to the maximum engine efficiency ηe.

The gear box couples torque coupler and engine according to the equations

Teptq ¨ γgbptq “ Tgbptq,

ωgbptq ¨ γgbptq “ ωeptq,
(11)

with the engine gear ratio γgbptq, which can be chosen from the set of gear ratios Γgb.
The engine and gear box models (9), (10), and (11) form a algebraic nonlinear equation system. In

order to make the routing optimization problem computationally more tractable, we derive a bilinear
polynomial to approximate the engine and gear box models as described in the following.

Given an engine torque entering the engine gear, rotational speed before the engine gear box, and
engine gear, we can calculate the engine power demand Pe. We can, hence, minimize the engine power
demand for a given rotational speed and torque entering the gear box by manipulating the gear of the
engine gear box. This corresponds to an automatic gear selection minimizing the power demand of the
combustion engine. Since the fuel demand directly correlates with the power demand of the engine, it
is justified to embed an engine and gear box model with automatic gear selection for minimum power
demand. Thus, we solve an optimization problems to minimize the engine power demand for given
engine torque and rotational speed before the engine gear box (by manipulating the engine gear). The
optimization problem is subject to the equations (9), (10), and (11). For a given gear box torque Tgb and
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rotational speed ωgb, the optimization problem are given by

min
γgb

Pe,

s.t.Te ¨ γgb “ Tgb,

ωgb ¨ γgb “ ωe,

Te ¨ ωe “ Pe ¨ ηe ´ Pe,0,

Pe,0 “ κe,1 ¨ ωe ` κe,0,

ηe “ κe,3 ¨ pωe ´ ω˚
e q2 ` κe,2,

γgb P Γgb,

Pe P R, Te P R, ωe P R, ηe P R, Pe,0 P R.

(12)

The optimization problem (12) is a mixed-integer quadratically-constrained program (MIQCP), which
we solve offline, not during the routing optimization problem solution. The problem can be solved offline
since the gear selection only affects the fuel demand and can hence be used to minimize the fuel demand
independently of the other parts of the vehicle powertrain. Solving this optimization problem using
Gurobi [27] with Pyomo [28, 29], we obtain a map of the optimal engine power demand dependent on
the torque and rotational speed before the engine gear box. The optimal engine power demand map is
plotted in Fig. 4a and the optimal engine gear map is shown in Fig. 4b. Using Matlab’s polynomial
regression [26], we approximate the map shown in Fig. 4a by the following polynomial

Peptq “ pe,0 ` pe,1 ¨ ωgbptq ` pe,2 ¨ Tgbptq ` pe,3 ¨ Tgbptq ¨ ωgbptq, (13)

and obtain by the following parameter values after regression pe “ p1.2862¨103 W, 4.5876 Nm, 27.4552 s´1,
2.3882q. The polynomial is regressed only for those samples for which Pe ď Pmax

e as this is the maximum
engine power demand, which we use as a constraint in the route optimization problem. The regressed
polynomial and used samples are shown in Fig. 4c. We see that the polynomial of the form (13)
approximates the power demand map of the engine, shown in Fig. 4a, very well within the range defined
above. Recall that using this engine map corresponds to the assuming an existing automatic gearbox,
which selects the most economic gear for a given rotational frequency. Note that this is justified as the
eco routing problem described in Section 4 uses the fuel demand as objective function which is linearly
correlated with the power demand of the engine.

3.4 Model Summary
This section summarizes the vehicle model presented in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Recall that the model
has to be solved on every arch a P A of the graph G “ pN ,Aq described in Section 2. Here, we summarize
the vehicle model without indexing to indicate the arc a on which the model is solved.

The vehicle model is a differential-algebraic equation system of the form

dz

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ fpzptq,yptq,uptq,pq,

0 “ gpzptq,yptq,uptq,pq,

(14)

comprising four differential equations, i.e., fpzptq,yptq,uptq,pq P R4 and 11 algebraic equations, i.e.,
gpzptq,yptq,uptq,pq P R11. The four differential states xptq P R4 are the distance s, speed v, SOC ξ,
and fuel demand mfuel. The model comprises 14 algebraic variables, 13 of the algebraic variables are real
numbers and one is the binary variable β from the electric motor model (6), i.e., yptq P R14 ˆ t0, 1u. The
variable β is defined by the constraints (6b) and (6c), which are omitted in (14), although they are part
of the model. These constraints are embedded in the routing optimization problem, as will be shown in
Section... Consequently, two variables can be defined as manipulated variables uptq P R2. An intuitive
and suitable choice would be, e.g., the acceleration a and either the torque of the electric motor Tm or
the incoming torque of the gear box Tgb. In the routing optimization problem, these variables are used
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to minimize the respective objective function, e.g., the fuel demand for driving the entire route in case
of eco-routing.

With the original electric motor model (5), the DAE (14) would be nonsmooth, cf., e.g., [30]. Here,
we use the formulation with the binary variable β, which introduced the constraints (6b) and (6c).

4 Integrated Routing and Power Management Optimization
This section presents the integrated eco routing and power management optimization approach, i.e., the
formulation of the routing optimization problem in line with the assumption we make to solve the routing
optimization problem.

The routing optimization problem is subject to routing constraints and to the vehicle powertrain
model presented in Section 3. We formulate this integrated routing optimization problem as

min
x,z,y,u

ϕpzptf q,xq, (15a)

s.t.
ÿ

aPA
pEn,a ´ Ln,aq ¨ xa “ Sn, @ n P N, (15b)

ÿ

aPA
pEn,a ` Ln,aq ¨ xa ď 2,@n P N , (15c)

dza

dta

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ta

“ fpzaptaq,yaptaq,uaptaq,pq

0 “ gpzaptaq,yaptaq,uaptaq,pq

,

/

.

/

-

,@ta P Ta,@a P A, (15d)

0 “ Ipzapta1,0q, zapta2,f q,xq,@a1 P A, a2 P A, (15e)
0 ď hpza1pta1q,ya1

pta1q, za2pta2q,ya2
pta2q,xq, a1 P A, a2 P A, ta1 P Ta1 , ta2 P Ta2 , (15f)

with the time horizon Ta “ rta,0, ta,f s. Recall that the constrains (15d) embed the vehicle model pre-
sented in Section 3, which has to be solved on every arc a P A of the graph G “ pN ,Aq described in
Section 2. The initial conditions for the vehicle model DAE are provided by the constraints (15e) on
every arc a1. The may depend on states of other arcs a2, either in the manner of a continuity condition,
i.e., to connect two adjacent arcs, or to define initial state values of the vehicle model DAE at the starting
node of the graph G. Notice that these constraints allow to model plugin hybrid electric vehicle, i.e., to
model battery charging at the beginning of an arc. The constraints (15f) as path constraints or point
constraints over and arc a1 depending on state values of an arc a2, e.g., an adjacent arc of arc a1.
The objective function ϕ is flexible. For the eco route, we select the fuel demand for driving the route
defined by the realization of x and we refer to the optimization problem (15) as the eco routing opti-
mization problem. The battery SOC is only used in the constraints and the battery capacity can hence
be fully exploited within desired ranges. For the shortest route, we select the length of the route and
we refer to the optimization problem (15) as the shortest routing optimization problem. For the fastest
route, we select the travel time of the route and we refer to the optimization problem (15) as the fastest
routing optimization problem. We can easily change or extend the objective function, e.g., using the
battery SOC or a weighted sum of fuel demand and battery SOC in the objective function. The objective
function can also comprise state values at distinct nodes or a sum of state values of multiple nodes.
To compare the routes in terms of the fuel demand, we minimize the fuel demand of the fastest route
and the shortest route for a fixed route. I.e., when we refer to the fastest route and shortest route, we
refer to these routes with optimized fuel demand. For this, we calculate the shortest/fastest route first
and then solve the routing optimization problem with a fixed route, to minimize the fuel demand. In
addition, we solve the eco routing optimization problem with constraining the travel time by an upper
bound as a benchmark.

(15) is a mixed-integer dynamic optimization problem (MIDO), cf. [31, 32]. Optimization problems
of this problem class could be solved using algorithms for dynamic optimization, e.g., [33]. However,
MIDOs are computationally challenging to solve, in particular, as the problems we are interested in
here will easily grow to large-scale problems including large graphs. Therefore, we make the following
assumptions to simplify (15).
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Assumption 1 (Quasi-Stationarity) We assume quasi-stationary transition, i.e.,

dv

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t

“ 0.

Assumption 2 (Vehicle-Speed) We assume the vehicle drives at the speed limit of the corresponding
street.

With Assumption 1, the longitudinal dynamic equation (2) becomes algebraic and defines the traction
force Ft. Further, the travel distance equation (3) can be solved easily yielding a linear equation to define
the travel time for arc a as ∆ta “ ta,f ´ ta,0 “ sa{va. The only remaining differential equation is the
equation for the battery SOC (8). Due to Assumption 1, the battery power Pb is time-invariant and (8)
can, in turn, be solved analytically, yielding an equation linear in the battery power Pb and in the SOCs
ξpta,0q and ξpta,f q. Alternatively, we could apply a discretization approach to the differential equations in
the routing optimization problem (15), e.g., collocation, cf. [24], to (8), and solve the optimization problem
(15) in the manner of a full discretization approach [34]. As a result, the vehicle model (15d) becomes
an algebraic nonlinear equation system. Consequently, (15) becomes an MIQCP. Due to Assumption 2,
we assign the velocity, thereby transforming the velocity from a manipulated variable to a parameter in
the optimization problem (15). Therefore, we can calculated the forces in (2) a priory and assign them in
the optimization problem, and thereby excluding the quadratical equation for the aerodynamic resistance
force (1) from the optimization problem. The approach can easily be used without both assumptions
1 and 2. However, this complicates the routing optimization problem to be solved and hence imposes
requirements on the optimization problem solution approach. Assumption 2 can easily be replaced by
different velocity values, e.g., using a traffic model that is solved a priori to the routing optimization
problem and gives different velocity values based on the current traffic state, cf., e.g., [7].

In summary, using the hybrid model in the routing optimization problem and applying the transfor-
mations above, we obtain a mixed-integer bilinear program (MIBP) where the bilinear terms are products
of integer variables and continuous variables. We apply an exact linearization to the bilinear terms us-
ing a big-M reformulation, cf. [35], and obtain an equivalent mixed-integer linear program (MILP). We
refer to this routing optimization problem as routing-MILP. The routing-MILP includes 14 Na ` Nn ` 3
continuous variables, 2 Na binary variables, and 23 Na` 3 Nn ` 5 constraints. In contrast, using the
original mechanistic model instead of the hybrid model, which we developed based on the mechanistic
model, and applying the same assumptions, we obtain an MIQCP. We refer to this routing optimization
problem as routing-MIQCP. The routing-MIQCP includes p2 ` NγqNa binary variables, 31 Na ` Nn ` 3
continuous variables, and 43 Na ` 3 Nn ` 5 constraints.

5 Case Studies
We present three case studies applying the routing optimization approach presented in Section 4: one
illustrative case study and two realistic case studies. The realistic case studies have been selected to pro-
totypical travel scenarios: urban and rural/inter-urban. The following describes the case study framework
and setup.

We acquire the data (nodes and arcs, node altitudes, longitudes, arc speed limits) using Open-
StreetMap [19] to generate the directed graphs. The node elevations can be obtained from open-elevation
[20]. We perform a preprocessing to calculated the required transition forces on the arcs and to cluster
graph nodes within a certain distance range. We formulate the routing optimization problems in pyomo
[28,29] and solve the routing optimization problems using Gurobi [27] with the default optimality toler-
ances of 10´4. We provide the framework for downloading the graph, preprocessing, and solving the rout-
ing optimization problem under https://git.rwth-aachen.de/avt-svt/public/optimal-routing in-
cluding the three case studies presented in this section.

Table 1 presents the values of the model parameters for the case studies. They are based on vehicle
parameter values in [21]. We assign the SOC at the starting node to be at 0.5 and use a constraint h, so
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that the SOC at the end node is at least at 0.5. Other values could also be used to constrain the SOC
during routing. The SOC is further constrained to be between zero and one on every arc and node.

In addition to the eco route, shortest route, and fastest route, we add to the routing-MILP an upper
bound for the travel time and indicate the resulting route as eco route (tc) or shortest route (tc) depending
on whether to objective function of the routing-MILP is the corresponds to the fuel demand or to the
travel distance, respectively. Furthermore, we use as a benchmark the eco route where only the engine is
used, i.e., no hybrid mode, neither transition nor recuperation, is used. For this, we remove those equation
corresponding to the electric powertrain from the routing-MILP. We indicate the resulting route as eco
route (engine only).

The first case study in Section 5.1 is an illustrative case study demonstrating the integrated routing
and power management approach, and showing the validity of the hybrid model. The second case study
in Section 5.2 is a routing case study in an urban region and shows that the integrated routing and
power management approach can be applied to real world problems. The third case study in Section 5.3
demonstrates long distance routing characteristics including the effect of speed limits and the trade-off
between travel time and fuel demand.

All solution times reported were obtained on a 64-bit Windows 10 desktop computer with an Intel
Core i7-8700 CPU at 3.20 GHz and 16 GB RAM.

Table 1: Model parameter values for case studies.

parameter value unit
ρa 1.19 kg/m3

cd 0.327 -
Af 2.174 m2

mv 1681 kg
g 9.81 m/s2
cr 0.008 -
rw 0.317 m
Γgb p12.38, 8.98, 6.45, 4.57, 3.32q -
ηc 0.95 -
ηm 0.9 -
γ 11 -
Pe,0 1000 W
κ1 400 V
κ2 40 V
κ3 0.01 Ω
κ4 -0.005 Ω
ηC 0.95 -
Q0 4.5 ¨ 3600 As
Hfuel 46¨106 J/kg
ω˚
e 4186 1/s

κe,0 354.2857 W
κe,1 0.5785 Nm
κe,2 0.42 -
κe,3 ´3.9948 ¨ 10´9 s2
Pmax
e 130 kW
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5.1 Illustrative Case Study

Fig. 5: Route map for illustrative case study. Colored background indicate node altitudes. White/trans-
parent background indicates 0. Traffic signs indicate speed limits. The speed limit at highways (blue
road signs) is set to 130 km/h.
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Fig. 6: Optimal routes for illustrative case study.
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Fig. 7: Optimal profiles of selected variables for illustrative case study.

Table 2: Results of route optimizations for illustrative case study. ˚Lower bound solution not converged
to global optimality in CPU time limit of 42000s. ∆ fuel demand is the relative difference of the optimal
fuel demand with respect to the eco path fuel demand.

CPU time / s fuel demand / g ∆ fuel demand / %
shortest route 0.3 100 + 12.56 %
fastest route 0.4 251 + 182.63 %
eco route 0.39 88.81 0
eco route (mechanistic model) 42000˚ 88.12 - 0.78 %
eco route (engine only) 0.4 121.51 +36.82

This case study illustrates the integrated routing and power management approach and demonstrates
the validity of the hybrid model. The map of the illustrative case study is shown in Fig. 5 including the
arcs and nodes of the graph, and the contour lines indicating the node altitudes. The graph includes 13
nodes and 48 arcs. Therefore, the routing-MILP includes 96 binary variables, 688 continuous variables,
and 1148 constraints. Therefore, the routing-MIQCP includes 336 binary variables, 1504 continuous
variables, and 2108 constraints.

Fig. 6 shows the three paths resulting from the solution of the routing-MILP. All paths differ from
each other. The fastest path uses the highways, whereas the eco path deviates slightly from the shortest
path. Fig. 7 shows the SOC profile and the profiles of the engine and motor power usage. The results are
reasonable: the battery is charged when the vehicle drives in downhill directions and used (discharged)
otherwise, see Fig. 7a. As expected, the SOC is at 0.5 in the beginning and in the end. In the beginning,
both engine and motor are used to provide the required traction force, see Fig. 7b. Afterwards, the
vehicle is driven using the electric motor only. A negative power usage of the electric motor indicates
that the battery is charged.

Table 2 provides the numerical results of the case study. Wee see that the shortest path requires about
1.8 times and the fastest path about 13 % more fuel than the eco path. Recall that both shortest and
fastest route are optimized to minimize the fuel demand. The shortest path, fastest path, and eco path can
be solved in less than 0.5 seconds. Table 2 shows in addition, that the eco route without hybrid powertrain
operation (engine only) results in a fuel demand higher by more than 30 %, which demonstrates that
large portions of the fuel demand savings are due to hybrid operation. In other words, the fuel demand
can already be reduced drastically by applying a suitable powertrain management/operation strategy,
i.e., without routing (shortest route admits lower fuel demand than eco route (engine only)). However,
exploiting the full potential requires integrated optimal routing and powertrain management.

To validate the developed hybrid model, we compare the results of the routing-MILP with the results
of the routing-MIQCP. Recall that the routing-MILP embeds the hybrid model whereas the routing-
MIQCP embeds the (original) mechanistic model, which the hybrid model is built on. The results of
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both problems are almost identical: They achieve the same paths and operation profiles and the optimal
objective function values deviate only slightly. However, the routing-MIQCP requires significant more
time to be solved. It did not converge within twelve hours to the desired optimality tolerances. There
is, hence, a significant speed-up of more than 105 due to solving the routing optimization problem with
hybrid model embedded. Thus, we can conclude the validity of the hybrid model and its superiority over
the mechanistic model in terms of solution times, i.e., tractability in optimization.

The case study results show that we can apply the integrated optimal routing and power manage-
ment approach based on the hybrid model yielding reasonable/intuitive results and large fuel demand
reductions.

5.2 Urban Case Study
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Fig. 8: Optimal routes for urban case study.

Table 3: Results of route optimizations for urban case study. ˚Lower bound solution not converged to
global optimality in CPU time limit of 10800 s. ˚˚Final upper bound (feasible solution). (tc) indicates
that the problem is solved with path time constraint.

CPU time / s fuel demand / g path time / s ∆ fuel demand / %
shortest route 0.62 101.6 730 + 2.2
fastest route 0.68 111.5 637 + 12.2
eco route 10800˚ 99.4˚˚ 738 0
eco route (tc) 33 102.8 689 + 3.4
shortest route (tc) 1.3 104.1 681 + 4.7
eco route (engine only) 2.03 140.7 738 + 41.54

This case study demonstrates the application of the integrated optimal routing and power management
approach in a real urban environment, i.e., driving through Aachen/Germany. The graph comprises 659
nodes and 1802 arcs. Consequently, the routing-MILP includes 3604 binary variables, 25890 continuous
variables, and 43428 constraints. In this case study, we add a constraint to the routing optimization
problem to restrict the travel time to maximum 110 % of travel time required for the fastest route. Those
problems with the time constraint are indicated by (tc). I.e., we solve the fastest route problem first and
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obtain the travel time of the fastest route. We use this value to constrain the travel time in the shortest
route and eco route optimization problems.

Fig. 8 shows that different routes results from the different routing problems. In particular, the fastest
route strongly diverges from the other routes. The other routes are closer to each other.

Table 3 presents the numerical results of the case study. We see, again, that shortest route differs
strongly from the other routes in terms of the fuel demand, and fastest route and eco route have similar
fuel demand values. The results reveal further that the fuel demand savings of the eco route are at the
expense of the travel time. It is, hence, motivated by practical reasons to restrict the travel time. Both
shortest and fastest route require more than 110 % of the travel time of the fastest path. With travel time
constrained to maximum 110 % of the travel time of the fastest path, the routes become closer, cf. Fig. 8
and Table 3. However, the time constrained shortest route and eco route require still drastically less fuel
than the the shortest route. Table 3 shows further that adding the time constraint has an advantageous
effect on the solution time. While the eco route could not be solved to the desired optimality tolerances
withing 3 hours, the eco routing optimization problem with time constraint (tc) converged in about 30
s with time constraint. The shortest route and fastest route can be calculated in just about one second
and are thus solved faster by approximately one order of magnitude compared to the eco route (tc). The
fast solution time and comparable fuel demand justifies to use the shortest route (tc) in time critical
applications instead of the eco route (tc). Moreover, Table 3 demonstrates the advantage of hybrid
vehicles in urban environments. The eco route without hybrid powertrain (engine only) requires more
than 40 % more fuel than the eco route and is even worth than the fastest route with respect to the fuel
demand. I.e., in urban environments, the fuel demand can drastically be reduced by optimal management
for the hybrid powertrain, while those parts of the fuel demand savings associated to the optimal routing
are smaller compared to the savings associated by an optimal powertrain management.

Overall, the case study demonstrates that the integrated routing and power management approach
can be applied to realistic cases with large graphs.

5.3 Long Distance Case Study
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Fig. 9: Optimal routes for long distance case study.

In this case study, we demonstrate the application of the integrated routing and power management
approach to and analyze the routing characteristics in a long distance case. Furthermore, we show the
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Table 4: Results of route optimizations for long distance case study. ˚Lower bound solution not converged
to global optimality in CPU time limit of 10800 s. ˚˚Final upper bound (feasible solution). (tc) indicates
that the problem is solved with path time constraint.

CPU time / s fuel demand / kg path time / s ∆ fuel demand / %
shortest route 0.4 4.24 6109 + 19.59
fastest route 0.4 6.06 5236 + 70.87
eco route 10800˚ 3.55˚˚ 8844 0
eco route (tc) 105 4.51 5736 + 27.08
shortest route (tc) 0.6 4.51 5736 + 27.08
eco route (engine only) 5.10 3.72 8844 + 4.79

trade-off between travel time and fuel demand and the effect of highway speed limits. As long distance
example, we aim at driving from Cologne to Trier/Germany. The map is illustrated in Fig. 9. The
corresponding graph includes 1723 nodes and 4180 arcs. The routing-MILP, in turn, comprises 8360
binary variables, 60246 continuous variables, and 101314 constraints. As in the case study in Section 5.2,
we constrain the travel time to be maximum 110 % of the the travel time of the fastest route, indicated
by (tc).

Solving the routing-MILP yields the different routes depicted in Fig. 9. We see that the fastest route
clearly diverges from the other routes, whereas the other routes are close to each other. Table 4 presents
numerical results of the case study. It shows that the eco route drastically reduces the fuel demand
compared to the other routes by at least about 20 %. The eco route and the shortest route require more
than 110 % of the travel time of the fastest path. Furthermore, the eco route (without time constraint)
cannot be solved to the desired optimality tolerance within three hours. Introducing the time constraint
reduces the travel time and the cpu time required to solve the eco routing-MILP. As intended, the travel
time of the shortest route and the eco route is reduced when the time constraint is used. Furthermore,
introducing the time constraints, the eco routing problem (tc) is solved in just 105 seconds, i.e., results in
a speed-up of solution time by approximately factor 100. Nevertheless, introducing the time constraints
results in higher fuel demands. Apparently, the fuel saving is at the expense of travel time. This motivates
analyzing the effect of time and speed limits in more detail, which is done in the following subsection.
Moreover, Table 4 shows that the eco route without hybrid operation (engine only) results in a fuel
demand only slightly higher than the fuel demand of the eco route with hybrid operation. I.e., for long
distance routes, the contribution of the hybrid operation is only small and the eco route (engine only)
can be used as a valuable approximation of the eco route.

5.3.1 Effect of Time and Speed Limits
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Fig. 10: Effect of time based on long-distance case study. (a) Pareto frontier of fuel demand and travel
time. (b) Fuel demand difference over highway speed limit. Data from [36].
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We analyze the trade-off between travel time and fuel demand, and the effect of speed limits on highways
on the basis on the previously presented case study in this subsection.

To analyze the trade-off between travel time and fuel demand, we formulate and solve a bi-objective
optimization problem comprising of the constraints of the eco routing-MILP and the two objectives fuel
demand and travel time:

ϕ “

"
ř

aPA mfuel,apta,f q ¨ xa,
ř

aPA ta,f ¨ xa

*

. (16)

We solve the resulting bi-objective routing optimization problem by applying an exact big-M linearization
to (16), and solve the resulting problem with an ε-constrained method, cf. [37], to the eco routing problem
with the same framework used in the other case studies, i.e., with pyomo [28, 29] and Gurobi [27]. For
the ε-constrained method, we solve the eco route problem first and refer the ε-constraint to the travel
time of the eco route. We then solve repeatedly the ε-constrained eco routing problem with decreasing
values for ε, starting with one and terminating once the travel time is constrained to the value of the
travel time of the fastest route resulting from the solution of the fastest routing-MILP.

The optimization results are illustrated in Fig. 10a, showing the pareto front, i.e., the trade-off be-
tween fuel demand and travel time: reducing the fuel demand comes at the cost of higher travel times.
Increasing the fuel demand from its minimum value by 10 % results in time saving of about 30 %. This
justifies the use of tight travel time constraints in the eco routing-MILP, which we have seen can drasti-
cally reduce the solution times of the eco routing-MILP. We see further that fuel demand savings up to
approximately 8 % from the fuel demand of the fastest route fuel demand results in travel time losses of
only about 10 %, whereas the remaining 2 % of fuel demand savings are much more expensive in terms of
travel time. I.e., fuel demand savings can be obtained without disproportional time losses up to a certain
point from which the travel time grow faster than the fuel demand reductions.

To analyze the effect of highway speed limits, we solve the eco routing-MILP of the long distance case
study repeatedly with different speed limit values for the highways. The results of these optimizations
are illustrated in Fig. 10b. The fuel demand savings are relative to the fuel demand resulting from the
routing optimization problem with a speed limit of 130 km/h on the highways. We see that the speed
limit on highways as the expected effect on the fuel demand. Also as expected, the fuel demand of the
eco route is below the fuel demand of the eco route (tc), due to the trade-off between travel time and fuel
demand as discussed above. We see that the fuel demand of the eco route (tc) increases superlinearly when
the speed limit increases 150 km/h, whereas the fuel demand of the eco route becomes even sublinear.
Latter is because the higher the speed limit on the highways is, the more attractive are routes apart
from the highways in terms of fuel demand savings. As a consequence, solving the routing-MILP results
in routes which uses less highways sections the higher the speed limit becomes, which in turn decreases
the sensitivity of the highway speed limit on the fuel demand. Note, that this is induced by assigning
the vehicle speed to the speed limit. Having the vehicle speed as a degree of freedom would likely
reveal a different behavior, however, would also complicate the routing optimization problems. Fig. 10b
additionally shows data from [36] for the fuel demand savings for different highway speed limits. Note,
however, that the data relates to estimations of the effect of highways speed limits on the greenhouse gas
emissions, whereas our predictions relate to the fuel demand (i.e., greenhouse gas emissions) of a single
hybrid vehicle, which introduce a certain degree of blur in interpretation when compared to the data.
Nevertheless, the data can be related to our predictions and matches the predictions of our integrated
routing and power management approach well, which indicates the predictability and accuracy of the
approach.

6 Conclusions
This article presents a direct integrated optimal routing and powertrain management approach that can
be used, in particular, to calculate the ecologically optimal route for hybrid vehicles, i.e., the route leading
to the minimum fuel demand by exploiting both the map and topology between starting point and desti-
nation as well as the power management of the hybrid vehicle. To predict the vehicle characteristics, we
develop a hybrid model of the powertrain, which we embed in a routing optimization problem. The hybrid
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model consists of mechanistic parts for those vehicle sections that can easily be modeled with mechanistic
equations and data-driven parts for those vehicle sections which would lead to complex equation systems
if modeled mechanistically. The hybrid model is developed based on a common mechanistic model of
the vehicle powertrain. Using the hybrid model, based on a directed graph resulting from the map and
topology, we formulate routing optimization problem, which, after reformulation, yields an MILP. Solving
the MILP yields the ecologically optimal route, the fastest route, or the shortest route, depending on the
objective function used.

We illustrate the application of the proposed routing approach in three case studies, including an
illustrative small-scale case study, an urban case study, and a large-scale long distance case study.
The case studies demonstrate that the integrated routing and power management approach yields fuel
savings of up to 70 % for realistic routing tasks and up to 50 % without sacrificing high travel time losses.
In particular, drastic fuel demand savings are obtained in the long distance case study due to the large
graph including many different route options including different street types with different speed limits.
The eco routing optimization yields large savings for long-distant cases while in the urban case study the
fuel demand savings are relatively small with fastest route requiring only 12 % more fuel than the eco
route. The results allows to assess the effect of hybrid vehicles on the fuel demand for different route
types. While hybrid operation leads to high fuel demand savings in urban environments, the effect of
hybrid operation for long distances becomes very small. In other words, hybrid vehicles are ecologically
advantageous compared to combustion based engines in urban regions whereas the advantage becomes
smaller with increasing distance.
Furthermore, the results illustrate the trade-off between travel time and fuel demand: a lower fuel de-
mand comes at the expense of a higher travel time. However, large fuel demand savings can already be
realized with relatively small travel time losses.
The case study results further demonstrate the validity, i.e., high accuracy of the hybrid model with
respect to the mechanistic model. The hybrid model leads to a speed-up in the solution time of the
routing optimization problems of more than a factor of 105 as compared to the optimization with mech-
anistic model embedded, which is a MIQCP. The high accuracy and drastically improved computational
tractability justify the use of the hybrid model. The results show further, that constraining the travel
time of the route in the routing optimization problems by an upper bound further reduces the solution
times of the routing optimization problem by a factor of approximately 100 compared to the time for
the solution of the optimization problem without travel time constraint. This enables fast solution times
for the solution of the routing optimization problem making the routing approach tractable in real and
large-scale applications.
Although the hybrid model and the travel time constraints drastically reduce the time for the solution of
the eco routing optimization problem, the real-time capable global solution cannot be guaranteed in all
cases, especially, in case of very large-scale case studies. However, the results show, that the fuel demand
optimized and time constrained shortest path yields an approximation of the time constrained eco route
while can be solved very fast and achieve similar fuel demand savings. Furthermore, for long distance
routes, the saving due to a hybrid vehicle operation become small and the eco route calculated without
hybrid operation (engine only) yields, hence, a valuable approximation of the eco route with hybrid op-
eration while the eco route (engine only) can be solved much faster allowing for real-time capability. An
alternative would be, to take a local solution obtained after a predefined solution time limit.
The integrated optimal routing and powertrain management approach can be applied to evaluate the im-
pact of different speed limits on highways. The corresponding results show that the highway speed limit
has the intuitive effect on the fuel demand: reduced highways speed limits result in less fuel demands.
The predicted fuel demand savings due to different speed limits agree well with expected values from
literature, which further indicates the reliability of the developed hybrid model.
Overall, the results demonstrate that the proposed integrated optimal routing and powertrain manage-
ment approach based on a hybrid model can reliably be applied to realistic routing tasks and reduces
the fuel demand compared to the conventional fastest or shortest routes. The hybrid model allows for
extrapolation and can easily be adapted to other powertrain architectures and characteristics of the bat-
tery and the engine.
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Future work can apply the proposed approach in reality. This requires to adapt our approach to
other HEV architectures. As fuel demand reductions directly translate into carbon footprint reductions,
applying the eco routing strategy can help to further gain acceptance the hybrid vehicles due to increased
sustainability. This requires to actually implement the routing optimization results (route and HEV
operation) in reality during driving, directly or in form of setpoints to be tracked by a lower level HEV
power management system. In addition, the application in reality requires recalculation of the optimal
route when sufficiently large disturbances occur, e.g., traffic changes. The current traffic states can be
calculated a priori to the routing optimization problem, using dynamic velocity models, cf., e.g., [7],
yielding current velocity values on the respective roads. Our routing approach allows to assign target
SOC values at specific nodes, e.g., at the end of the route, which allows to integrated the routing strategy
in an overall framework using hybrid or electric vehicles as electricity buffers for grid stabilization, cf. [2].
Furthermore, future research can focus on improving the solution times for the problem class of the eco
routing optimization problem to achieve real time capability for the solution of this optimization problem.
In addition, future work can focus on accelerating the solution of the class of optimization problems with
the mechanistic powertrain model, i.e., MIQCPs. This would enable to use the original mechanistic
powertrain model in the routing approach directly. While we assumed quasi-stationary transition, future
research can focus on the solution of the routing optimization problems without this assumption, i.e.,
with dynamic transition manipulating the HEV acceleration instead of its velocity.
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